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ABSTRACT 

First, to ask whether someone's life is meaningful is not one and 

the same as asking whether her life is happy or pleasant. The topic of  

meaning of life  comes up, people often ask of those questions. Is not by 

definition talk about happiness or rightness, then what is it about? , what is 

the meaning of life? and  What are you talking about?  

 Abstract questions regarding the sense of talk of “life's meaning,” 

i.e., that aim to clarify what we are asking when we pose the question of 

what, if anything, makes life meaningful. Afterward, it considers texts that 

provide answers to the more substantive questions and about the nature of 

life’s meaning.   

Meaning of life , it comes in degrees such that some periods of life 

are more meaningful than others and that some lives as a whole are more 

meaningful than others (perhaps contra Britton 1969, 192). Another 

possibility is that talk of “meaning in life” fails to exhibit even this degree of 

unity, and is instead a grab-bag of heterogeneous ideas (Mawson 2010; 

Oakley 2010). However,  analyzing  clearly meaningfulness of life, or it would 

be useful to clarify to indicate purpose of life. Now, it might be that a focus 

on any kind of purpose is too narrow for ruling out the logical possibility that 

meaning could inhere in certain actions, experiences, states, or relationships 

that have not been adopted as ends and willed and that perhaps even could 

not be. Life’s meaning” is not necessarily about purposes, but is rather just a 

matter of referring to goods that are qualitatively superior, worthy of love 

and devotion, and appropriately awed (Taylor 1989, ch. 1). 

 Furthermore, one's life logically may/may not be  become more 

meaningful by sacrificing one's happiness, or even feeling by happiness from 

one’s sacrifice. 

  However discussions of meaning in life are attempts to give an 

common aspect for meaning in life with  all the Summarized and 

differentiated states that can give a unique  meaning for life. As the field 

reflects precisely on  life's meaning, it should try to respect what it admits of 

unity, and  should  try to innovate the concept of life's meaning from closely 

related views likewise , God-centered Views,  Supernaturalism, Soul-centered 

Views, Naturalism, Objectivism ,Subjectivism, Nihilism, etc. 
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 Meaning of  “Meaning in life” , is not a logical Quote but When the topic of the meaning of life comes 

up, people often pose one of two questions: “So, what is the meaning of life?” and “What are you talking 

about?”. If someone asks what is Meaning of Life,, he is not usually questioning  for the definition of the 

sentence or word , phrases knowingly or unknowingly. So what i think may be the explanation for the 

existence of living things or presence of life. 

 One Side of the field of life's meaning consists  systematic approach to clarify what people mean 

when they ask in view of what life has meaning. This addresses different dimensions of the talk of “life's 

meaning” (and of “significance,” “importance,” and other synonyms).  

 A large majority of those writing on life's meaning talk of it certainly to indicate a positive final core 

that an individual's life can express. That is, few believe either that a meaningful life is a merely neutral quality, 

or the key interest in the meaning of the human species or universe as a whole . Most of  the field have 

ultimately wanted to know whether and how the existence of one of us over the time has meaning,  certainly 

that is desirable for its own sake. 

 Beyond the distinction between the life of an individual and that of a whole, there has been little 

unclarity of life as the logical  meaning too also. Understanding the meaning of the phrase  “Meaning in life” 

itself is also important, whether it can be understood as many ways as our philosophers, educationists and 

humanists had their own specialist views. Aristotle views based on the human function, where as the Aquinas 

on the beatific vision, and Kant was on the highest good. All these concepts have some weight on happiness 

and morality, they are all results that is ,  as a count of  last destination we mean final ends of a  person need 

to  realize - in order to have a life what it matters. 

 The study in this field has been continuing with a great extent .Numerous attempts systematically has 

been done yet again people are curious is there something can be found which was not from earlier studies 

went about. This Zeal encouraging different communities of world continuing endless search  whether life has 

meaning or else is just a answerless question. Ultimately to know the meaning of life  or as a being in our life 

does we have a certain purpose that is desirably voluntary or for our own sake. 

 The definition of meaning in life is always been viewed in different ways and varies throughout the 

time,  from self-transcendence  of individual (All port, 1961) in the creation of meaning. Likewise, there is 

diversity in the sight of achieving meaning in life. Because there is no universal meaning that can fit everyone’s 

life (Frankl, 1965) 

 A feeling of meaning can be attained by first meeting needs for Value, purpose proposed by 

Baumeister (1991), or efficacy and self-worth to goal directedness or purposefulness (Ryff& Singer, 1998) or to 

the development of a coherent life narrative (Kenyon, 2000) 

 All most majority of writings on life's meaning significantly said of it as crucial in indicating a 

qualitative end value of a person’s life. 

 A few believe either that as a meaningful life is a merely neutral quality. Educationists, Theorists and 

Philosophers uniformly regard meaning of life as crucial sense. Meaningful living has been directly equated 

with authentic living (Kenyon, 2000), meaning is important, whether as a critical component (Ryff & Singer, 

1998) or as a result of maximizing one’s potentials (Deci& Ryan, 2000; Maslow, 1971).  

 Most writings on meaning in life believe that it comes in degrees such that some periods or purposes 

of life are more meaningful than others and that some lives as a whole are more meaningful than others. In 

this one should understand thatmay be some people's lives are less meaningful than others, or even 

meaningless, though  people have an equal  status  ethically, this indicates meaningful of life is just not a 

mandatory rule or regulation but an act how human being is to be. 

 But if  we think of purposes why should every individual should have or achieve a greater purpose for 

one’s life,  why a being  just can’t  have a lot of small purposes for example  to have good life , to write this 

article , to succed in achieving his/her goals, to get involved in voluntary service. It seems that  we all do have 

small purposes in life, for this no more than  a reason is required. I don’t think there needs to be an great 

purpose to one’s life but I think we need an promise/ assurance that the small purposes are significant . 
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 Some purposes that are good or valuable and some purposes are not , as one cannot give any 

additional reasons  for this. Few suggest concept of meaning in life is not just the purposes with a qualitative 

positive value, but also result of life meaning.  

CONCLUSION 

 Understanding meaning of life should not be limited to a certain kind of purposes or even purpose.I 

think these value facts are with no explanation says human as a being narrates his life’s meaning in living or 

presence even . 

 In this context Life and Education are integrally connected in a meaningful way. Therefore, Dewey 

defines as “life itself”  Man comes to the earth grows and lives for aim, which we call ‘purpose’. Education is a 

process of realizing this purpose so that there will be meaning to life.  

 Likewise there is diversity in perspectives regarding how to achieve meaning in life, because there is 

no universal meaning that can fit everyone’s life(Frankyl,1965) .Each person must create meaning in his her 

own life whether through the achieving  goals or the development of a one’s  life narrative. 
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